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So which lakes are

Our Lakes?

Guerley Lake
Gould Lake
Inverary Lake
Knowlton Lake
Little Long Lake
Loon Lake
Loughborough Lake
Lower Rock Lake
North Otter Lake
Opinicon Lake
Sydenham Lake
Upper Rock Lake
Wolfe Lake
& Others, too!

No matter where you enjoy the South Frontenac waterfront, we invite your comments and
submissions for articles, photos or announcements. All written submissions must be
compatible with MS Word. Photos should be full resolution. Include a telephone number for
verification purposes. We reserve the right to edit for space, clarity, and good taste.
Email editor@ourlakes.ca.
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The knowledge-based economy is unshackling people from big cities to enjoy rural living.

New Era Dawns on South Frontenac
Launching this publication gives me an
Welcome to the premiere issue of Our Lakes, a
new e-magazine celebrating life in South Frontenac opportunity to combine my two greatest passions
into a comprehensive package that you will
Township’s many lakeside neighbourhoods and
hopefully come to enjoy reading as much as we
communities.
enjoy creating. To become a regular subscriber,
With each issue we produce we’ll look to
please email subscribe@ourlakes.ca and send us
inform, educate and/or entertain as many lake
the name, unique email address and favourite lake
lovers, with a primary focus on waterfront
of anyone you are signing up. If you do so before
residents – both seasonal and year-round – as
April 30, you’ll even be entered to win a great
possible. Presenting diverse stories ranging from
prize.
activity-focused features and colourfully-written
Our Lakes is a free e-magazine, but if you are
historical yarns to news items and opinion pieces
of interest to people with a connection to this neck impressed and interested in having your business
be a part of what we’re creating, shoot me an
of the woods, Our Lakes will look to publish on a
email or call, via publisher@ourlakes.ca or 613monthly basis going forward.
331-4444. Together we can figure out what’s going
I have spent 26 years working in journalism,
to work best for your business. If you’re a running
marketing and various community-driven pursuits.
a small, home-based business, consider promoting
At the same time, I have spent all 48 of my years
it in our Trading Post Directory – at just $5 an issue
on this planet connected to South Frontenac’s
you won’t find a more affordable way to advertise
unique lakes and landscapes. Since 2012, my wife
your venture. Either way, your support is always
and I have operated our own business providing
welcome and appreciated!
writing and consulting services. When COVID-19
hit, our existing client base was decimated; we
needed to pivot and come up with an entirely new
John Curran
way of doing things.
Publisher/Editor
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Leave the Gypsy Moths Alone in 2021
I am a professional entomologist. I love
butterflies, having studied them intensively during
my 45-year career. I’ll admit that I don’t like gypsy
moths. I don’t like the way they defoliate trees. I
definitely don’t like their poop raining down on me
from the trees above. Even their brown fuzzy egg
masses have an alien look to them.
But I also don’t like spending money on
unnecessary control measures that will have longlasting effects on the ecosystem. Trees defoliated
by gypsy moths look unsightly but usually only
those trees that are already weakened or diseased
are killed.
The spray product currently used to control
gypsy moths can kill all butterflies and moths that
ingest it (and would likely negatively affect
populations of all animal species that consume
caterpillars).
Gypsy moths were introduced to North America
in 1869. They first reached Ontario 100 years later
and now occur throughout southern Ontario. They
naturally undergo short-lived population
“explosions” followed quickly by several years
during which they are barely noticed.
When they are abundant, as occurred this year,
the caterpillars become nutritionally stressed and
are more susceptible to a virus that is specific to
only gypsy moths. The virus spreads quickly from
infected caterpillars to others nearby.
Additionally, a fungal disease also often infects
the caterpillars and causes massive mortality.
After one to two years of high numbers, these
insect diseases cause the gypsy moth population
to crash, without any actions being taken by
humans.

Spraying gypsy
moths with Btk
kills other
butterflies, too.

the caterpillar is a gypsy moth, we celebrate, but
what about when the caterpillar is a monarch or
tiger swallowtail butterfly?
More than 2,350 different native species of
butterflies and moths occur in [Ontario].
Spraying Btk has the potential to kill every one
of these species, many of which will take a decade
or more to recover. It also will negatively affect
birds and small mammals that rely on caterpillars.
There is an alternative control product that
contains the gypsy moth NPV virus. Although not
yet approved for use in Canada, it is under review
for emergency use for gypsy moth control.
I urge residents of [Ontario] to think hard about
the large environmental consequences of spraying
before doing so in 2021. Save your money, save
the butterflies and the birds, and let nature run its
course.
If you feel you must spray, please contact the
Pest Management Regulatory Agency and urge
them to register the virus product for use: email
hc.pmra.info-arla.sc@canada.ca or call toll-free at
1-800-267-6315.

The control product registered for use is a
bacterium – Bacillus thuringiensis variety kurstacki
(Btk). When a caterpillar consumes Btk, the
bacteria multiply in the gut of the insect where
they produce a toxin that kills the larva. As long as

Dr. Gard W. Otis
Professor Emeritus
University of Guelph
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Protect our Loons
Toxic tackle, ammunition
harming loons, other wildlife
Loons, eagles and other wildlife are facing an
ongoing threat from man that is especially tragic as
it is also 100% avoidable: Lead. Commonly used in
the manufacture of most fishing jigs, sinkers,
shotgun shells and other outdoor gear, this metal is
poisoning our wildlife. While it is hard to get an
accurate count of waterfowl and birds of prey that
die each year due to lead poisoning, what numbers
that do exist definitely aren’t good.

Photo by Sandy Pines Wildlife Centre

loons aren’t the only birds being impacted, but
they are among the most vulnerable. When
there is lead in a bird, “This has to be removed
usually by surgery. Loons in particular are very
high stress birds, and that is what usually kills
them.”

Looking at the experiences Sandy Pines Wildlife
Centre in Napanee from the past year, the statistics
are quite telling. Just two out of 12 loons treated for
lead poisoning in 2020 survived, according to Sandy
Pines Founder/Director Sue Meech. She added

Subscribe & Win

List your products or services in the

Help us grow and we’ll
do the same for you!
& win free advertising for a year.

From now until April 30, sign up for a
free subscription to Our Lakes and
you’ll be entered to win a Smart
Garden 3 and two starter packs of
plant pods by Click & Grow.

Because of our own experiences in
business, we understand not everyone can
afford to spend a lot on advertising.
That’s why we are inviting all artists and
crafters as well as any other small homebased businesses to participate in our
Trading Post section.
For just $60 a year ($5 an issue) you’ll get a
listing in the Directory for 12 issues and
each month you can submit a photo and 50
words about what you’re selling.
Email: publisher@ourlakes.ca
Call: 613-331-4444
Sign up by April 16 for your chance to win!

Enter everyone sharing your lakefront home
or cottage and increase your chances of
winning. Send the name, email address
and favourite lake of each person you’re
signing up to subscribe@ourlakes.ca.
(Each entry must include a valid, unique
email address to be entered to win.)
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$300M to Boost Regional Cell Network
Federal, provincial and municipal
governments have teamed up to support the
Eastern Ontario Regional Network’s (EORN) Cell
Gap Project with a contract award that will
improve both the reach and quality of cellular
services throughout the region.
Earlier this month, Maryam Monsef, Canada’s
Minister for Women and Gender Equality and
Rural Economic Development, and Laurie Scott,
Ontario's Minister of Infrastructure, joined
Warden J. Murray Jones, Chair of EORN, Warden Within Eastern Ontario, the goal is to see 99% of
Debbie Robinson, Chair of the Eastern Ontario
folks have access to voice calling. (EORN photo)
Wardens’ Caucus (EOWC) and Mayor Diane
• 20 per cent of the area does not have access to
Therrien, Chair of the Eastern Ontario Mayors’
standard definition (SD) video, typical mobile
Caucus to announce that Rogers
app use and video app calling;
Communications has been awarded the
• And, 10 per cent has no voice calling service.
contract, which including Rogers’ own
contributions, will result in a $300 million
The project is designed to improve cell coverage
infrastructure investment.
across the area where people live, work and travel. It
aims to provide:
This includes $71-million investments from
each of the federal and provincial governments
✓ 99 per cent of the area with voice calling
and an additional $10 million from a group
services;
including EOWC and nine municipalities.
✓ At least 95 per cent of the area with standarddefinition level services, such as video app
EORN conducted four different studies to
calls, basic app usage and streaming of SD
assess cellular/mobile broadband needs across
video;
the region and the potential impact of
✓ And, at least 85 per cent of the total area with
improvements. There are currently significant
service levels that can support streaming highgaps in both the reach and capacity of mobile
definition video services and more databroadband networks across areas of eastern
intensive apps.
Ontario where people live, work or travel:
• 40 per cent of the area does not have
access to high-definition services that
allow streaming high-definition (HD)
video;

New Leaf Links
Mystery Lovers
The Not So Amateur Amateurs
theater group is hosting an online

EORN also says the project has the potential to
create more than 3,000 full-time equivalent jobs and
spur $420 million in new business revenue over 10
years.

murder mystery fundraiser
later this month with a
portion of the proceeds going
to support New Leaf Link. The
event takes place via Zoom
on Friday, March 26 at 7 p.m.
and tickets are $25. Email
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Christine Harvey at
mydramaqueen@gmail.com or
MacKenzie Lee at
mackenzie.lee@newleaflink.ca
to purchase tickets so you can
receive the link via email to
access the evening’s fun.

Evinrude Succumbs
to COVID-19
Evinrude outboard motors are no more after
parent company Bombardier Recreational
Products (BRP) opted to quietly pull the plug on
the iconic brand last year.
“Our outboard engines business has been
greatly impacted by COVID-19, obliging us to
discontinue production of our outboard motors
immediately. This business segment had already
been facing some challenges and the impact
from the current context has forced our hand,”
said José Boisjoli, President and CEO of BRP. “We
will concentrate our efforts on new and
innovative technologies and on the development
of our boat companies, where we continue to
see a lot of potential to transform the on-water
experience for consumers.”
These decisions impacted 650 employees
globally – including 387 in a mass layoff at its
Sturtevant, Wisconsin, manufacturing facility,
which was shuttered this past fall.
BRP bough the Evinrude and Johnson
(cancelled in 2007 by BRP) brands in 2001 from
bankrupt Outboard Marine Corp.

Courtesy of Wisconsin Historical Museum.

Starlink Arrives in South
Frontenac (Sort of)

Seven Outboards
Vanish

The online community around South
Frontenac was a buzz last month as word began
to circulate that Starlink’s satellite-based
internet service was finally available for preorders from the area.
“Starlink finally available in [part] of the
region,” wrote Andrew Compeau-Halladay, a
frequent poster about Starlink on Facebook.
“Ordered mine today.”
For anyone hoping to actually get the service
anytime soon, however, those hopes were
quickly dashed upon signing up, as the first
message greeting you online as a new customer
says, “Starlink is targeting coverage in your area
in mid to late 2021.”
Our Lakes recently connected with a longtime South Frontenac cottager and Starlink
Beta Tester; check out our conversation with
Sean Whitelock starting on page 19.

In a move Volvo says will free up resources to
focus on its core business lines and
“sustainability aims,” it has eliminated its brand
of Seven Marine outboard engines.
“This focus includes advancements of
innovative solutions such as our unique Volvo
Penta IPS and sterndrive ranges,” assured
President of Volvo Penta Heléne Mellquist.
As a result of its “accelerated transformation
journey,” the company has now ceased all
manufacture, sales and marketing of Seven
Marine engines as of the first of this year.
The company adds it will continue to support
the current outboard customer base by taking
full warranty and parts responsibility for the
products that are in the field.
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Buck Lake’s Photographer of 2020
In an effort to connect its
membership during the colder
months and help give everyone
something to think about other
than COVID, the Buck Lake
Association recently held its first
ever Say Cheese End-of-Year
Photo Contest.
With honours and a Tim
Hortons gift card up for grabs in
25 categories the interest was
high among residents and
cottagers, alike. All told, more
than 30 photographers
submitted 181 images for
judging.
“We were thrilled with the
response from the membership
to this first-time event,” said
Cathy Ottenhof, co-lead of the
BLA Community Outreach &
Social Committee, which coordinated the fun-for-all-ages
event. “Especially this year with
COVID-19, any chance you get to
focus your mind on fun things,
like Buck Lake, is a welcome
distraction.”
While some categories were
certainly more competitive than
others, overall the response
from the membership was
tremendous. In the Fauna
category, for example, a total of
48 photos were entered.
When all the judging wrapped
up, however, Dorene Hookey’s
shot of her family’s wheaten
terrier, Piper, was tapped as the
Photo of the Year for 2020. The
Association has featured the
shot on the cover of its February
newsletter, which you can see
along with all of the other

Dorene Hookey displays her prizes after winning Photo of the Year
honours among the 181 entries received by the Buck Lake
Association in its recent photo contest.

individual category champs, at
http://bucklake.ca/newsletters/,
and she also received a custom
mug courtesy of North Branch
Designs.
“It was hard picking winners in
some of the divisions,” said Ria
Berry, the other committee colead.
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“Like any artform,
photographs can be very
subjective, and what appeals to
one person, may not strike the
same chord with another.
Fortunately, we work very well as
a committee, so we were able to
employ a consensus-based
judging system that seemed to
work.”

Two Ways to Win
Contests now open for new
subscribers & home businesses
Well, you’re nine pages into our new magazine…
do you like what you see? Why not subscribe; it’s
free and you could win one of the hottest products
on Amazon right now.
From now until April 30, sign up for a free
subscription to Our Lakes and you’ll be entered to
win a Smart Garden 3 and two starter packs of plant
pods by Click & Grow. Enter everyone sharing your
lakefront home or cottage and increase your
chances of winning. Send the name, email address
and favourite lake of every person you’re signing up
to subscribe@ourlakes.ca. (Each entry must include
a valid, unique email address to be entered to win.)

Photo
courtesy of
Click & Grow

Also for artists, crafters and other home-based
businesses, list your products or services in our
Trading Post Directory and you could win $500 worth
of free advertising to help fuel your passion project.
For just $60 a year ($5 an issue) you’ll get a listing
in the Directory for 12 issues and each month you
can submit a photo and 50 words about what you’re
selling. Email publisher@ourlakes.ca for details or to
sign up your venture for this exciting new
promotional option.

Do you have a passion for some
aspect of the South Frontenac
waterfront lifestyle and long to share
it with others?

Join Our Lakes
on Facebook
Connect with us and other folks from
around South Frontenac’s lakefront
neighbourhoods & communities, but
do it virtually without contact.

Send us a brief overview of who you are,
what you want to write about, and a
sample piece that represents your concept.
Please remember: 1) Pictures make every
story better; 2) A one page column in Our
Lakes is about 400 words; 3) Our editorial
deadline is the 20th of each month.
Email: editor@ourlakes.ca

Join Our Lakes
Join the discussion,
be a part of the community!
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Mrs. Garrett’s butter tarts and Top Shelf Distillers’ Reunion Moonshine… a match made in heaven.

Mrs. Garrett’s Marvellous Moonshine Match
After 37 years as an Inverary institution, Mrs.
Garrett’s Bake Shop has cooked up a new alliance
that literally has butter tart lovers dizzy with
delight.
Top Shelf Distillers partnered with the bake shop
to promote its Butter Tart Reunion Moonshine last
year and the alliance is still going strong.

“I don’t drink a lot of moonshine, but I like it,”
added Lake. “It’s really good.”
For its part Top Shelf had been working on the
idea of butter tart moonshine since first attending a
2017 festival dedicated to the quintessential
Canadian treat.

“They approached me around Canada Day last
year with the idea that it would be a short
promotion, but it has carried on,” said the shop’s
owner and current Mrs. Garrett, Dawn Lake. “Last I
checked we are still their top selling flavour.”

“Over the last year we decided to enhance the
butter tart goodness for our Butter Tart Moonshine
loving clients and also thought it would be great to
partner with a small bake shop to place an order as
traffic to brick-and-mortar shops was slowing down
due to the global pandemic,” says the company.

Based in Perth, Ont., Top Shelf offers its
moonshine in a range of flavours: Butter Tart,
Apple Pie, Ontario Cherry, Irish Cream, Raspberry,
Maple, Gingerbread, French Toast, and 100 Proof.
Every order of the butter tart variety can be paired
with two, four or six of Mrs. Garrett’s own tarts.

“So, we called up our friends in Inverary at Mrs.
Garrett’s Bake Shop and asked if we could buy 500
butter tarts to add as a tasty-treat to go along side
with our moonshine.” That order for 500 tarts has
grown steadily since. A couple of months back they
surpassed 15,000 butter tarts purchased.
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Continued: Rave Reviews Pouring in Online
“Undeniably buttery and
bursting with caramel
flavours, our Ontario
Reunion Butter Tart
Moonshine has quickly
become a local favourite and
is now one of our most
popular Ontario
moonshines,” the company
explains. “We started with a
traditionally un-aged whisky
moonshine recipe from
Eastern Ontario – a trusted
method for over 100 years.
But we also wanted to pay
homage to some of the best
ingredients of Lanark
County, Ontario – corn and
maple syrup. Enter our
Ontario Reunion Maple
Moonshine. [It was] the first
unique flavour in our rapidly
growing collection of local
moonshine.”

All of Top Shelf Distillers’
handcrafted spirits are available
through its website
https://topshelfdistillers.com/ and
are made from locally sourced
ingredients. They are also available
through select LCBO outlets.

Judging by the company’s
online reviews, the Butter
Tart Moonshine has grown a
loyal following. “Wonderful
product!” writes Cynthia L.
“Tastes exactly like a butter
tart. Highly recommended!”
The flavour has also
attracted a lot of attention
among gift-givers. “After
buying this for myself, I’ve
since bought as gifts for outof-town family members as
well,” writes Megan C.
“Great way to share without
having to share! It’s the
perfect evening sip when I’m
craving something sweet. I
also really enjoyed the
butter tarts. I wished I had
more!”
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Mrs. Garrett’s has always
been known for innovative ideas
and promotions. Last year the
team of nine took South
Frontenac by storm with a deep
fried butter tart that was the
sensation of the summer.

Frontenac’s 3rd Warden ‘a Rather Fast Gent’

Looking at the 1878 Meacham Illustrated
Historica Atlas of Frontenac, Lennox and
Addington Counties, one of the featured
civic leaders is then Member of Parliament
Schuyler Shibley.
A farmer, politician and businessman,
Shibley’s public life included a series of
scandalous incidents that paint a stark
picture of the man who was once Frontenac
County’s third Warden.
Born in what was then known as Portland
Township on March 19, 1820, Shibley was of
German and United Empire Loyalist (UEL)
origin and of the Methodist faith. He
represented Addington in the House of
Commons from 1872 to 1878, winning
election at times as a self-described
conservative and later as a liberal.
In his youth he attended the Waterloo
Academy near Kingston. After completing
his education in 1851-52 with an
extravagant European tour, he returned
home referring to himself as “one of the
best-informed farmers of the province.” He
settled at Murvale, south of Harrowsmith,
remaining based in Portland Township
where he combined farming with business.
In 1854, he married Mary Ann Green, the
daughter of a prominent furrier and hat
maker in Kingston, Thomas Green, and they
had at least three children.
According to biographer Donald
Swainson, Shibley worked together with
David Roblin and “speculated extensively in
UEL scrip, became possessed of very large
tracts of real estate, good, bad and
indifferent, and was at times reputed to be

Schuyler Shibley: Born 1820, deceased 1890.
Courtesy of Wikimedia Commons

very wealthy.” Many of his holdings were at times
rented to tenant farmers – an often shady practice
that helped fan the flames of rebellion at various
times in Upper Canada’s salad days. Looking
specifically at the Meacham map of Loughborough
Township (http://bucklake.ca/about-us/maps/) one
such property was located on Buck Lake.
Home to a square log cabin, erected in about the
mid-1850s, the lot was primarily accessible at what
is today the top of Roost Lane. The property was
comprised of 70 acres split in two sections. One on
the north side of the South Arm of 25 acres, and the
other across the lake on the south shore of 45 acres.
While the later had road frontage too, the former
had tremendous access via the Old Perth Road (then
under construction), included a freshwater spring
that area property owners would drink from safely
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This sketch from 1878 shows what Schuyler Shibley’s Murvale estate looked like at the time.

Continued: Accused of Murdering Child
for more than a century, a mica mine that
operated into the 1950s, several large natural
sand beaches, and – almost unheard of in the
immediate area – multiple, somewhat level,
areas with soil and easy lake access for raising
livestock or crops that nowadays are home to
no fewer than 13 homes and cottages. (These
early maps are not to scale, so it can be hard at
times to discern exact property lines.) The cabin
stood for over 100 years and was said to be the
fourth overall dwelling constructed on the lake.
Shibley is thought to never have actually lived
there, though a cement marker on the property
still bares the family name.
Swainson writes that Shibley was described
by one observer as “a rather fast gent,” and had
a “paramour,” Kate Davis, “a rather good
looking person,” who lived in Brooke Township,
Lambton County, where he owned 400 acres.
The liaison resulted in a child.
These details became public knowledge in
early September 1866 when they were arrested
and charged with murdering this child, Kate
Shibley, then three years old.

Shibley was imprisoned in Sarnia, where his
condition was monitored from a far by family
acquaintance and Kingston-area politician John
A. Macdonald, then Attorney General for Canada
West (Ontario). Macdonald was kept informed of
Shibley’s situation by Thomas W. Johnston, the
prison doctor. In a letter to the future Prime
Minister, the doctor wrote that Shibley “seems to
have been infatuated with the girl Davis and
actually had his wife write her a letter of
Condolence. [His] eyes poor fellow are now open.
[If] he tries another, it will not be Miss Davis.”
On the grounds that he had been absent when
the child died, Shibley was released from prison
without having to stand trial. Evidence at the
coroner’s inquest, and later at Kate Davis’ trial,
however, revealed his involvement in the sordid
and vicious affair. According to the trial
transcripts, Davis’ mother testified that Shibley
“had been there some 10 days before [the child’s
death] and had given the child a most unmerciful
beating for not saying its prayers and ordered her
to do the same whenever it refused.” When the
child would not say her prayers on Sept. 3, 1866,
she was, according to another account, “whipped
13

Continued: Booted as MP Over Son’s Bribery
… with rawhide.” She died during the night. A
friend of the mother also testified to Shibley’s
physical brutality towards the child, who had
been neglected, denied food for long periods,
and suffered several internal injuries.

Kate Davis was tried for manslaughter but
was eventually acquitted. The local paper of
record reported that the presiding judge “could
not refrain from giving strong expression to his
surprise and disappointment at the verdict, as
well as at the conduct of both the prisoner and
her paramour.”
The public revelation of Shibley’s sordid
private life had no appreciable effect on his
public career.
He had already served as reeve of Portland
and (after losing in the 1867 federal election
when he ran in Addington for the House of
Commons), he began his political career in
earnest in 1868 by winning the wardenship of
Frontenac County. He won again in 1869 and
1872. In the 1872 federal election, he again
contested Addington and this time Shibley won
an easy victory, 1,495 to 849.

Schuyler Shibley’s former cabin on Buck Lake
is seen in winter during the mid-1960s.

During the Pacific scandal (Fall 1873), while he
never had to cast a vote against Macdonald, he
turned his back on the man who had once helped
ensure his safety in prison and became Ontario’s
only conservative-leaning MP to cross the floor
during the entire affair.
He was re-elected in 1874, now claiming to be a
“liberal” though again he never appears to have
joined the party. Shibley would quickly be removed
from Parliament, however, after it came to light
that a number of his supporters, including his 15year-old son, had bribed voters. His was one of
many results nullified by the courts that year after
the introduction of new election reform rules.

Although he held no real party affiliation, at
the time Shibley described himself as a
“conservative.”

Editorial cartoon from Quebec’s L’opinion
publique in 1874: “A Country’s Remorse.”
The accompanying text says, “Canada mourns
her sins; she is right, remorse is healthy; all
these electoral court challenges have
revealed a series of facts which, in the eyes
of the foreigner, demeans and humiliates
Canada. Hope for a better future.”
By Unknown author – L’opinion publique,
Vol. 5, no. 50, pp. 605 (10 décembre 1874),
Public Domain
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Continued: Was Director of the K&P Railway
The people seemed unphased by what would
now be seen as shocking behaviour and he won
the subsequent by-election held soon after.
Shibley’s political wrangling from 1872 to
1874 is interesting for the fact that he still holds
the Parliamentary record for three election wins
in the shortest period of time. During his years
in office, he had several business connections
with other civic and political leaders, such as
Alexander Campbell, Richard John Cartwright,
and Dileno Dexter Calvin, notes Swainson.

The Shibley cabin as seen from
the Old Perth Road in the mid-1960s.

“Shibley’s six years in the Commons were
undistinguished; his voice was raised only about
problems that related directly to his riding,” writes
Swainson. “He died in Kingston in 1890.”

During the 1870s he served as a director of
the Kingston and Pembroke Railway as well as
the Royal Mutual Life Assurance Company.
When Sir John A. Macdonald and the
Conservatives returned to power in 1878,
Shibley was soundly defeated in his riding. His
time in Ottawa was over despite his running
again to serve as an MP.

– If you’ve got a piece of history related to South
Frontenac or one of its lakes that you’d like to share
either through an interview or by writing it yourself,
please email editor@ourlakes.ca.

Subscribe & Win

List your products or services in the

Help us grow and we’ll
do the same for you!
& win free advertising for a year.

From now until April 30, sign up for a
free subscription to Our Lakes and
you’ll be entered to win a Smart
Garden 3 and two starter packs of
plant pods by Click & Grow.

Because of our own experiences in
business, we understand not everyone can
afford to spend a lot on advertising.
That’s why we are inviting all artists and
crafters as well as any other small homebased businesses to participate in our
Trading Post section.
For just $60 a year ($5 an issue) you’ll get a
listing in the Directory for 12 issues and
each month you can submit a photo and 50
words about what you’re selling.
Email: publisher@ourlakes.ca
Call: 613-331-4444
Sign up by April 16 for your chance to win!

Enter everyone sharing your lakefront home
or cottage and increase your chances of
winning. Send the name, email address
and favourite lake of each person you’re
signing up to subscribe@ourlakes.ca.
(Each entry must include a valid, unique
email address to be entered to win.)
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Go Heavy for Spring Crappie in 2021
same size. Either way you slice it, the benefits
are numerous.
Depth, sensitivity and lure control are all
maximized – they are all key factors when
stalking early ice-out crappie, considered by
many to be one of spring’s sweetest treats.
There are just a couple of things you’ll want
to do differently when making the switch to
tungsten tackle:

Eco-Friendly Tungsten Jigs Offer
Precise Control, Compact Size
When you think of all the harm lead can
cause people and the environment, it’s a
wonder we’re allowed to fish with it at all.
Nowadays alternatives, like tungsten jigs,
are finally emerging and they actually out
fish their toxic counterparts in many
situations, especially jigging for crappie.
At roughly twice the weight of lead,
tungsten is allowing manufacturers to
produce jigs in the
same weights we’re
all used to using,
but at half the
size – or just as
easily you can
fish twice as
heavy in the
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Continued: Change your Technique a Tad
Slow down
Because tungsten jigs are so much heavier,
many anglers fish them too fast or erratically.

Try dipping one into the water next time
you’re out and see how the bait dances when
you merely wiggle it in place. When presenting
the bait in front of a finicky crappie, you can’t
move it slow enough.
Mind the Gap
The gap (the distance between the hook
point and the shank) on tungsten jigs is smaller
than on standard jigs.
As a result, when you attach whatever soft
plastic body you’re using, run the hook just
under the skin along the back rather than
through the centre.
This simple step can increase your hookups
and double the number of crappie you catch.
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Photo courtesy of Acme Tackle
Lionel “Jam” Ferguson displays his world record 5 lbs. 7.68 oz. crappie caught near Philadelphia,
Tenn., in 2018.

Continued: Angler-led
Progressive Change
Diversify
Tungsten jigs don’t just work on crappie;
trout, walleye, pike, perch, sunfish, ciscoes and
bass will all respond positively to these tiny
beauties, too.
Change is coming and it’s anglers and hunters
who are leading the transition.
The National Fishing and Hunting
Collaborative, a coalition of outdoor groups
which includes the Ontario Federation of
Anglers and Hunters, has made one of its
priorities to encourage the transition away from
lead. The group has committed to working with
and encouraging the manufacturing sector
across the outdoor industry to develop and
market non-lead alternatives for fishing tackle
and ammunition that are capable of competing
with traditional lead-based products in price,
availability, and real-world effectiveness.
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Meet Starlink: ‘The Future for Rural Internet’
One-on-One with a
Buck Lake Beta Tester
Promising a gamechanger, Elon Musk’s
SpaceX has started taking pre-orders in the
South Frontenac area for its remote internet
solution, Starlink.
Judging by the buzz online, many residents
and cottagers are clamouring to get their
hands on a system, though delivery dates are
currently pegged at mid-2021 or 2022. Not
everyone in the province is stuck waiting and
wondering if this latest “silver bullet” for
Canada’s remote internet blues will live up to
the hype. A few lucky souls have been offered
the chance to beta test Starlink – among them
is Orillia’s Sean Whitelock, who has also spent
decades cottaging on Buck Lake.
Our Lakes recently connected with him to
find out how his experience has been and
whether he would recommend Starlink to
people in the township looking for a better
internet option.

Question: How did you used to get your
internet and how was it?

Sean Whitelock: We moved to a
rural location five years ago and started off
with Xplornet, and it was a horrible
experience. It was hours on calls troubleshooting. If it was cloudy it was slow, if it was
windy it was slow – they always blamed it on
the weather. Canceling their service was even
more painful. Then we lucked out on a 200Gb
wireless hub plan from Bell. We currently are
keeping that in case Starlink has issues as it is

Photo by Sean Whitelock
The dish is heated to reduce snow and ice buildup.

called beta “better than nothing internet”
currently.

Q: What do you mainly use the internet for (i.e.
movies, gaming, home-based business, etc., a
combination of multiple things, if so what are
they)?

SW: We use the internet for work and play. I run
a landscaping business and just do the basic emails
and such, but [my partner] Natasha is currently
working from home due to the pandemic and is on
the internet all day with calls and emails. At the
end of the day, we will watch a couple episodes on
Netflix and call it a day with the internet as it gets
expensive when we go over our data with Bell. I
bought a Playstation 4 last year to find out the Bell
internet couldn't handle it; it was always needing a
download or update so I had to part ways with it. It
was using too much data.
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Continued: No Data Cap with Starlink Service
Q: Why did you decide to change?

SW: The setup was so simple. The instruction

SW: We changed because we were going

sheet was one page, no words, just three pictures.
It comes all connected, basically set the dish
outside and plug it in. I ran the cord through an
existing hole in the side of my house where the
Bell satellite went through. (We don't use the Bell
dish anymore. I had to make the hole a little larger
to get the connector through.)

over our data cap frequently, we have a plan
with Bell and get 200Gb for $90. It is a great
plan, but it lacks speed, 5mb download and 1
mb upload, and when we do go over, we were
seeing $150-$350 bills.

Q: How long did you have to wait after

I want to mount it on a pole in the springtime. You
have to place it in a spot with no obstructions, but
there is an app to help with that.

ordering for it to arrive?

SW: I signed up on Starlink’s website and

It's easy to use and found the best spot for it right
now. The dish is heated so it will melt the snow off
it. Everything felt good when setting it up.

was one of the lucky ones and they shipped it
right away. I hear people signing up are having
to wait to be asked to be a part of the
program. It took about a week to receive it
after signing up and paying the fees.

Q: Did you need any technical support either
online or through a 1-800 number? If so, how was
the customer service department to deal with?

Q: What did your Starlink system cost all in

SW: I haven't needed to call yet, I don't know if

and what is the monthly fee you pay?

the equipment, shipping and the first month's
service. After that it’s $129 a month plus tax.

there is a phone number. I think it might be just
email. So far it looks like it’s not going to need any
troubleshooting! We will wait to see what happens
when a situation does arise.

Q: What is the hardware like?

Q: Have you noticed any change in your internet

SW: I had to pay $800 with taxes; that was

performance?

SW: The hardware looks great. The dish is

SW: Yes, 1000% better over my Bell hub.

about two feet around and comes on a base
plate. And the router works awesome and has
the futuristic Tesla-truck styling (ha-ha). It has
only one Ethernet port on it, but we just use
wireless so that's not a big deal for us. I can
now get internet in all rooms and even
downstairs now. Even makes it to my shop
without issues now, as well.

Everything loads way faster; we can turn up the
quality on Netflix so the TV looks way better in HD.
Even sending pictures in messenger it goes
instantly instead of waiting and having to
sometimes send a second time because it failed.
We can both be on the internet, streaming music
in the background, dad watching TV… all at the
same time now! No asking each other ‘What do
you have connected to the internet right now?’

Q: How was it to setup? Were the
instructions clear and easy to understand?
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Continued: Download Speeds up to 150Mps
Q: Have you run any speed tests before and
after making the switch?

SW: Our speeds on Bell were 5 down and 1
up. The speeds we were seeing on the
Xplornet were 5-7 down and 0.75 upload.
With Starlink I’ve been testing the speeds
often and most times I'm around 100 down
and 25-30 upload. It varies, I have seen it
down around 50 and as high as 150.

Q: You’ve spent decades cottaging on Buck

Photo by SpaceX
Starlink is the latest brainchild of Elon
Musk and it piggybacks on his private
space transport firm SpaceX.

Lake, how do you think the Starlink system
will work in that sort of remote setting where
internet service has traditionally been spotty
at best?

SW: This internet will be a gamechanger for
most. I mean I go to the cottage to get away
from it, but if you're working and are able to
bring your work to the cottage why not! What
would you want more than spending more
time at the cottage instead of traveling back
and forth to home to have to work because
you can't work at the cottage. Lunchtime
fishing in the lake, just saying! Maybe a
morning waterski break. Zoom call your
mother from the dock, why not! Need to
Youtube how to fix your jet pump plumbing,
now you can. Having good internet at the
cottage would be beneficial to most.

it says that when you sign up. I found out about
it from a friend that currently is on the waiting
list. So I tried and got it right away. We had
been trying to sign up for Bell wireless home
internet, but they wouldn't give it to us but the
people across the street had it. The people
across the street also just switched to the new
LTE Xplornet, but I have seen the Xplornet truck
at their place multiple times since the install. I
have yet to ask about it. I had previously tried
calling Xplornet, but they wouldn't even come
test my location before installing it and I'm still
a little bitter from my first experience with
them.

Q: How eager would you be to recommend it
to a buddy or relative?

Q: Is there anything else you want to add
about the new system that you think we
missed that people should know when
considering making the jump to Starlink either
good, bad or just interesting to know?

SW: You have to remember right now it's
still beta, that being said there is possibility of
downtime. It’s new, they are expanding every
day adding satellites to the sky. We have had
brief one-minute outages here and there and
21

SW: I’ve only had it for a week, but if you can
get it, I would recommend it to anyone looking
to get internet service. I’d rather shop local for
my internet, but if the locals can't provide it, I
will shop elsewhere. From what I have so far
experienced, this will be the future for rural
internet. True high-speed internet. The start-up
cost is a lot, but you’ve got to remember they
are paying to have those thousands of satellites
shot into the sky.

A Happy, Preordained Accident
My rural life in the woods is a happy,
preordained accident.

any of the 700 lakes nearby to
go fishing on any given day.

In Grade 12, I recruited my two best
friends, Melinda and Michele, they’re
twin sisters, to produce the Grad Book,
a yearbook for the high school
graduating class.

He can ice fish without
freezing into an icicle.
An avid hunter, he knows
he cannot shoot the deer
roaming the hills around our
house, but they’re still
amazing to watch.

In the book, we included a
By Sandy Lee
questionnaire composed of 22 mostly
silly questions. Question #22 asked,
I love that I can get from my house to the first
“What and where would you like to be in
tee-off box at the golf course in less than 10
the year 1992?” When you are 18 years old,
minutes.
10 years seems a lifetime away.
I've always believed I was a city girl, but I have
We encouraged our fellow students to be
no basis for that belief. I was born in Seoul, a city
bombastic with the answers, and mine said I
of 8 million people at the time, but grew up in
would be “Wealthy, Famous & Happy with a
the hills of a mountain behind the presidential
sweetheart in my own ranch.” It was the
palace where the citizenry came on weekends to
most fantastical scenario I could think of
swim and picnic.
since I also had visions of living in New York,
London, England or Seoul when I grew up.
I lived in Yellowknife for 37 years before
retiring to an area that affords true rural living. I
Fast forward to 2021, my husband (whom
enjoyed going to school in Calgary, Ottawa and
I first met in Grade 8) and I live in ranch
Halifax, but never thought to live there. I'm a
country. We live a modified (almost famous,
country girl who loves visiting the big city.
almost wealthy but yes, extremely happy)
version of life I predicted in high school.
I am a lawyer who was in politics for many
Mostly by accident.
years. Though I've been an actor in my
professional life, I've always been a keen
No one is more surprised by this reality
observer of the world around me.
than I am.
Looking out at the hilly view from my sitting
Born and raised in Yellowknife, my
room, I agree more and more with Nora Ephron’s
husband loves that he can drive, not fly, to
mother, who said, “everything (in life) is copy.”
I am excited to share my stories from
my perch going forward, experiencing
the world like so many nowadays, as A
Baby Boomer in the Woods.
Sandy Lee is a lawyer, former politician
and has always been a country girl at heart.

The twins, Melinda and
Michele, and I working on the
Grad Book in Grade 12.
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This ad has been donated by Acasta HeliFlight
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Life is Sweeter
When You Have Your Health
Flexibility is one of
the truest
predictors of
future health. How
flexible are you?

By Dr. Alana Way

“It’s old age, Doc.” Argh! I cringe
every time I hear a patient justify their
pain with their age.
There is a common misunderstanding of
“degeneration.” When a patient tells me that
their health concern is sore due to old age, I
respond “Is the opposite body part
the same age?”
I mean, can you turn your neck the
same in both directions? Is your right
shoulder as stiff as your left? The
same goes for your knees, ankles and all of
your joints.

As people age, they stop
squatting and do the lean-overwith-a-leg-out manoeuvre when
trying to pick themselves or
anything else up off the floor.
Think of your body as a tipping
scale. Each side leaning and
twisting as it tries to balance the
load on the other side of the
stand. In good health, there is no
leaning and twisting.

Two basic assessments of your loss of flexibility
and core strength that you can do yourself are:
1) How do you get up from a chair? Do you use
the arm rests? Do you lean on the table or desk in
front of you? Do you shuffle forward and use your
arms on your thighs?
2) How do you get up off the floor? To get up
from the floor do you need assistance? Do you have
to reach for a piece of furniture? Are you
independent and flexible enough to get up easily?
If you’re looking for a home exercise that can do
wonders to reverse “that old age feeling,” look no
further than the humble squat.

When any part of the body is hurt or looses
its normal alignment or flexibility, it will
adapt. Those adaptations can result in
stiffness, lack of proper movement, pain
and/or overall loss of health.

Squats help keep the spine, knees and hips
flexible. They increase core strength and bolster our
WHOLE body health.

Look over your left shoulder keeping your
jaw at the same level and then look over the
right shoulder. Do you move equally the same
way? Do you “shoulder check” with the use of
your shoulders or just your neck when you
are driving? Have you adapted? Flexibility IS
the true future predictor of your health.

If you can’t do it easily, chiropractic care might
help you roll back the odometer and regain some or
all of your lost flexibility and health.

Ask your family, co-workers and neighbours, can
they squat or get out of a chair easily? Go ahead
cross your arms and get up from a chair.

If we look at children when they are
playing on the floor, they get up easily due to
the simple action of a squat.

Dr. Alana Way owns and operates the
Barriefield Family Chiropractic Centre
613-531-3131 or info@dralanaway.ca
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Photo by Brian Gratwicke

Guzzling Suckers in Springtime
eating-fish, but in-truth, there is little wrong
with their flesh. One of our favourite ways to
serve them was to remove their scales, tummy
and tail and chop them into large pieces. These
would then be packed into large jars, covered
over with a hot solution of vinegar along with
a generous spoonful of ketchup. These would
be boiled for forty-five minutes, or so, then the
tops would go on nice and snug. The jars
would be turned upside-down until cool, then
re-tightened and placed in the cellar. In about
six weeks you could open these jars and have
the most delicious fish that you ever ate. It
would be the colour of canned salmon and
taste every bit as good.

Fish from Loughborough Lake were at onetime a staple in my family. Back in “The Dirty
Thirties” my Mom would patrol the creek banks
with her trusty spear and any careless pike or
sucker would soon be on the dinner table.
My Mom’s favourite haunt in those days was
Wright’s Creek, partway down the North Shore
Road and Buck’s Bridge on its lower area where
she would pick-off fish.
Later on, as I grew into adulthood, it was
understood to be illegal to take fish by spear, so
we put that to rest. We adopted a new method
for catching suckers called “Guzzling.” One
would sneak up on the fish and very gently tickle
its tummy with one’s fingers. The fish would
presume you to be another amorous fish and
would relax and let you pick it out of the water.

This time of year makes me want to get
more active – but I’m afraid my failing eyesight
would only result in a soaking in the cold creek
waters.

Many years ago, now, my family would scan
the creek at the Perth Road and Rutledge Road
and take suckers using this method. Suckers by
their very name, always got a bad rap as an

Glen E. Smith
Loughborough Lake
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Bo is One Easy Going, Tough Kid
At 11 months of age, Bo was diagnosed
with FOXG1, a rare neuro-developmental
disorder that impacts every aspect of his
physical body.
As a result of this genetic mutation, Bo is
unable to walk, sit, eat, or talk. Bo also
experiences global development delays,
seizures, sleep disturbances, high pain
tolerance, and more. During the COVID-19
pandemic, Easter Seals Ontario has had to
suspend all in-person events which inhibits
the organization’s mission to provide
Easter Seals families with quality programs
and services, such as the Equipment
Funding Program.
Easter Seals was unable to fund a $4,000
shower chair for Bo, so that Bo’s family
could bathe him safely. While living in
isolation many families have required
particular pieces of equipment to further
support their child’s sense of
independence and safety at home;
unfortunately, families have had to wait
months for funding.
Bo’s family was, however, able to secure
an alternative source of funds to purchase
the needed piece of equipment.
This is not always a possibility for the
near 150 families registered with Easter
Seals in the region.
Despite the extreme struggles Bo faces,
this 7-year-old is known to “light up a
room.” He loves music, water, as well as
his two brothers, Colton and Emmett. This
family’s positivity constantly shines
through; “everyday may not be good, but
there is something good in every day,”
states Laura, Bo’s Mother. In the face of
the ongoing pandemic, the annual March Is
Easter Seals Month campaign, which takes
place on The Global News Morning Show
on Global Kingston, will celebrate success
stories, honour Easter Seals kids and their
families, recognize donors and sponsors,

Courtesy of Easter Seals
Bo Patterson is seen here over the holidays
with his brothers Colton and Emmett.

and raise essential funds for children and
youth with physical disabilities!
Supporters can donate online at
marchiseastersealsmonth.org, and local
residents are encouraged to register and
create their own fundraising team or to make
their donation on the “Support Local Easter
Seals Kids” webpage. You may also choose to
send a cheque to: PO Box 26006, Kingston,
Ontario, K7M 4Y0.
Together we can help kids be kids; let’s
continue our efforts this year!
Since 1922, Easter Seals Ontario has
provided families of children with physical
disabilities with financial assistance for
expensive mobility equipment, such as
wheelchairs, walkers, braces, as well as
summer camp opportunities at two fully
accessible Easter Seals Camps. For more
information, visit www.easterseals.org.
Rebecca Pero, Development Officer
Easter Seals South Eastern Ontario
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Our Lakes
e-magazine
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Introducing Our Lakes
What is Our Lakes?
Our Lakes is a new monthly e-magazine celebrating South Frontenac Township’s waterfront
lifestyle enjoyed by thousands in our numerous lakeside neighbourhoods and communities.

What do you plan to write about?
With each issue we produce we’ll look to inform, educate and/or entertain as many waterfront
residents, both seasonal and year-round, and other interested user groups as possible. Every
month we will be presenting diverse stories ranging from activity-focused features and
colourfully written historical yarns to in-depth profiles and other items of interest to people
spending at least part of their time in this neck of the woods. We’re not out to tell anyone
about secret fishing holes or camp sites, it is more about sharing our collective interest in our
township’s greatest treasures – Our Lakes – with one another and the world.

Who are you?
My name is John Curran. I have spent 26 years working in journalism, marketing, and various
community-driven pursuits. At the same time, I have spent all of my almost 50 years on this
planet connected to South Frontenac Township’s unique lakes and landscapes. After marrying
in Kingston, my wife and business partner Jugjit More-Curran and I moved to Yellowknife in
2003. Nine years later we founded Curran and Associates, a strategic writing and business
consulting firm primarily serving
two markets: Indigenous-owned
companies; and the northern
aviation sector. In 2015, we were
honoured to be named the
NWT’s Business of the Year after
we helped our clients secure
more than $170 million worth of
contracts the year prior. In 2017,
we purchased our South
Frontenac cottage, which has
been in the family since 1960. In
2019, we officially moved back
to the Kingston area to be closer
to family, though still largely
working for northern customers.
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Why are you launching an e-magazine?
When COVID-19 hit, our existing client base was decimated; we needed to come up with a new
way of doing things. Launching this publication brings together my two greatest passions into a
comprehensive package that you will hopefully come to enjoy reading as much as we enjoy
creating. We are doing this on a shoestring and we don’t own any expensive printing presses or
even high-end production software. What we do have is a proven ability to generate engaging
community-focused content guided and tempered by our long-time love for the area.

So which lakes are Our Lakes?
Our Lakes will look to celebrate all of South Frontenac Township’s many lakeside
neighbourhoods and communities around the following bodies of water: Big Clear, Birch, Bobs,
Buck, Canoe, Collins, Colonel By, Crow, Desert, Devil, Dog, Elbow, Fishing, Fourteen Island,
Guerley, Gould, Inverary, Knowlton, Little Long, Loon, Loughborough, Lower Rock, North Otter,
Opinicon, Sydenham, Upper Rock, Wolfe, and others, too!
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What does it cost to advertise in Our Lakes?
Because our operation does everything in-house and produces only an environmentally
friendly, electronic product, we don’t have the same high operating costs of traditional media
companies. Our Lakes passes those savings on to our advertisers with extremely low-cost
display rates. We only sell three (3) sizes of display ads which must be pre-purchased on an
annual basis (i.e. 12 issues at a time).

¼ page – $500/year
$41.67 per issue

½ page – $800/year
$66.67 per issue

Full page – $1,000/year
$83.33 per issue

All display ads must be provided camera ready in the form of a jpg, png or pdf file or there may
be additional production-related charges. The advertiser is responsible for providing ads and or
materials in sufficient resolution for publication.

My home-based business can’t afford that, is there any other option?
Because of our own experiences in business, we understand not everyone can afford to spend a
lot on advertising. That’s why we are inviting all artists and crafters as well as any other small
home-based businesses to participate in our Trading Post section. For $60 a year (or just $5 an
issue) you’ll get a listing in the directory for 12 issues telling people how to find you and each
month you can submit a photo and 50-word writeup about your currently featured wares or
services. Remember: If you sign up and pay between now and April 16, you’ll be entered to win
a free quarter page display ad for a year. That’s a $500 value to help fuel your passion project
even further.

Questions? Call or email me today!
John Curran
Editor/Publisher
Our Lakes e-magazine
613-331-4444
publisher@ourlakes.ca
www.ourlakes.ca

Support Grassroots Journalism
Have you enjoyed reading the Premiere Issue of Our Lakes?
Our little venture takes time and money to produce, but we’ve committed to making it
available to all readers for free. Tips and/or donations are always welcome.
E-transfer your gratuity or donation to john@curranandassociates.com
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